Gifts to the UCI Law Fund directly impact our community:

“I plan to work in the public interest sphere and spend my career helping the underrepresented. At UCI Law, I was provided with financial support so I could serve as a summer law clerk at the Legal Services of Northern California. That experience enabled me to directly affect the lives of so many people on a daily basis, and it solidified my desire to use my legal education to help low-income communities.”

Natalie Diaz ’16

“My clinic client has remained with me as a constant reminder of the law’s potential for justice and injustice for each individual — and as a constant reminder of why I became a lawyer.”

Alisa Hartz ’12, Attorney, Public Counsel
Former clinical student, UCI Law’s Immigrant Rights Clinic

Ways to Give:

- Use the attached pledge card and include a check payable to UCI Foundation.
- Give online by visiting www.law.uci.edu/giving and click on the “Make a Gift” button.
- Call Marina Harrison at (949) 824-2921 to make a secure gift using Visa, MasterCard, or American Express.
- Matching gifts can increase the amount of your donation. If you or your spouse/partner are affiliated with a company that has a matching gift program, obtain a matching gift form from the company’s human resources department. Send the completed form with your donation.

UC Irvine School of Law is a visionary law school focused on training talented and passionate lawyers and driven by professional excellence, intellectual rigor, and a commitment to enrich our communities through public service. UCI Law is a collegial environment, and our faculty comprises accomplished, nationally ranked thought leaders from around the country with a broad range of expertise.

Contact Us

UC Irvine School of Law
401 E. Peltason Dr.
Irvine, CA 92697

(949) 824-2921
mharrison@law.uci.edu

Visit us on the web: www.law.uci.edu

The University of California, Irvine Foundation (“UCI Foundation”) (Tax ID 95-2540117); the Regents of the University of California (Tax ID 95-2226406); and the UCI Alumni Association (Tax ID 23-7237265) are nonprofit, public benefit corporations. Your gift qualifies for tax deduction in accordance with IRS regulations during the calendar year that you make your gift. Consult your tax professional for more information.
Your gift provides more than an education — it helps shape futures.

What impact will your gift have?

- An abuse survivor successfully navigates through the court system with the assistance of interpretation services at the Domestic Violence Clinic.
- A low-income student receives a scholarship.
- A law student assists an exploited day worker with a U-visa application.
- Law students are able to serve the public interest through stipends provided by donors.
- Students serve veterans by advocating for benefits.
- Environmental and land use pro bono projects are funded.

In your hands is the power to help make these scenarios possible.

Most people don’t realize that tuition and fees account for only a portion of UC Irvine School of Law’s annual budget. Gifts to the UCI Law Fund create an essential bridge between tuition revenues and the actual cost of a UCI Law education, ensuring that students have access to a first-rate education and also have the opportunity to provide pro bono services throughout the community.

In addition, the UCI Law Fund enables us to recruit the best and brightest law students, support important faculty research, and empower our students to help underserved communities through our legal clinics.

Please consider an annual, unrestricted gift to help support the dean’s priorities through the UCI Law Fund!